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InPlay Golf Bristol

Riverside Golf Academy

Ashbury Manor, Devon

InPlay Golf in Bristol continues to go from strength to strength and
now uses six of our HD Golf Simulators, two of which are surround
systems. 

For complete beginners as well as accomplished golfers, InPlay Golf 
provides a relaxed and informal environment to practice your game 
or swing a club for the very first time. 

Using Sports Coach Simulators (the most accurate indoor detection 
system available) InPlay is a perfect example of how a successful 
indoor golf centre should be run. 

Riverside Golf Academy have recently added our HD Golf 
Simulators to the facilities provided at their centre in Indianapolis. 

Members and visitors can now play Golf all year round to practice 
their game on the driving range, focus on chipping and putting or 
to compete with one and other on any of our many simulated 
courses from around the world. 

PGA Golf professionals areavailable to provide lessons for anyone 
from seasoned golfers to absolute beginners if required.

Having recently installed one of our HD Golf Simulators at their
complex, Ashbury Manor (the largest Golf complex in the UK) 
are now planning on adding an additional 4 Super Simulators 
to their facilities. 

The HD Super Simulator combines Golf and 14 other sports all 
on the one system and will open Asbury Manor to a much wider 
market than just Golfers. 

Resulting in extra revenues being generated all year round.
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Golf Retail- The role of the Golf Simulator

Indoor Golf Twente

Development- GSX Features

Our HD Golf Simulator is a key component in the success of 
Clubtech Golf Australia in both generating sales of Golf clubs 
and equipment and as a means of increasing revenue generation 
by providing lessons through their on-site professionals. 

The HD Golf Simulator allows customers to try out new clubs in 
store before purchase saving time and ensuring that the right 
clubs are selected. 

A unique selling point which puts them out in front of competitors.

Our HD Golf Simulators were considered the best on the market by 
Indoor Golf Twente and have helped the centre to thrive since its 
opening. 

Lessons are available upon appointment and groups of up to four 
people are able to compete against each other on one Simulator 
over a full round of Golf. 

The centre is ideal for busy golf lovers as it greatly reduces the time 
required to play 18 holes and due to the fact that they can play all 
year round at both day and night. 

The new enhanced graphics engine features:

No loading times between holes, a new physics engine using       
real- world reference data, the latest in cinematic tree effects, 
bushes and plants, real- time passing of time, moving volumetric 
clouds with casting shadows, enhanced terrain lighting and shadow 
system, sunlit and flowing water, moving and animated objects and 
animals such as ducks and birds. 

As well as this all of the courses are drawn into the distance     
meaning an increased feeling of being on the actual course itself.
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